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ABSTRACT

Most Business and industrial organizations use systematic performance

appraisal procedures for both non supervisors and managerial employees.

Performance Appraisal is important in organization because use of numerous

purpose for which it is employed and its impact on individual as well as

organizations.

Non industrial Organization such as military services government agencies

hospitals and Universities also use such procedures intensively performance

appraisal has been mandatory in most federal agencies since congress passed the

civil service Reform act of 1978.

Most employees worry of performance appraisal in an organizations. This is

driving force behind my study. The search for performance appraisal can help us to

know the over all organizational and individual effectiveness and efficiency more

over performance appraisal can be necessary for an organization because it helps

the organization to maintain conducive work environment in addition it helps the

organization to make administrative decisions relating to promotions, fringes lay of _

and merit, pay increases performance appraisal information can also provide

needed input for determining both and individual and organizational training and

development needs. Above all performance appraisal helps the employees for

performance improvements.
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CHAPTERl

Introduction
Performance appraisal may be defined as structured formal intraction between subordinate and

supervisors thai usually takes the form of periodic interview annuary or semiannually in which the work

performance of subordinate is examined and discussed with aview of identifying weaknesses and

strength as well as opportunities for improvement and skills Development.

In many Organizations' but not all appraisal results are used either directly or indirectly to help

dctcrming reward out comes that is the appraisal rcsauit arc used to cdcntify the better performing

employees who should get ihti majority of available merit, pay increase bonuses am! promotions.

A basic human tendency to make judgment about those one is working with as well as about one

self appraisal it seems is hoth inevitable and universal in the absence of carefully structured system of

appraisal people w111tend to judge the work performance of other including subordinates naturally
in form '"11,. and ~•.t..:+-~":h,u. .l~lJ.U.llJ " u.l UilJ.«.1.11].

The human inclination to judge can create serious motivational, ethical and legal problems in the

work place WIth out structured appraisal systems there IS unne chance of ensuring that the judgments

made will be lawfull, fair defensible and accurate.

mechanism of performance appraisal Evaluation. In this method of Evaluation techniques predetermined

standards are set and based up on thai standards employees are Evaluated, in each predetermined

standards points are assigned it is based up on that point one is assumed to be good fair and satisfactory

performance in relation comparison. As distinict and formal management proceedure used in the

evaluation of work performance apprisat really dates from time of the second world war not more than

60 years ago yet in abrader sense the practice of appraisal is avery ancient art in the scale of-historical if
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Employees arc likely to feel more satistcd with their appraisal result if they have the chance to

talk freely and discuss their performance, it is also more likely tha; such employees will be better able to

meet future performance goals (eg Nemeroff and wexley 1979 )

Employees are also more likely to feel that the appraisal process is fair if they are given a chance to talk

about their performance, this especl:tlly so when they are permitted to challenge and :tppe:tl :te;:tinsttheir

evaluation (Greenberg 19(60).

It i:s very important that employees recognize that negative applai:sal [ceu back is provided with a

constructive intetion that is to help them over come present difficulties and to improve future

performance employees will be less anxious about criticism, and more likely to find of use ful, when

they belive that the appraisers intention are helpful and constructive (Fed or et al-1989).

In Contrast destructive criticism which is vague ill informed, unfair or harshly presented will

lead to problems such as anger, resentment, tension and work place conflict, as well as lll\..lea:seJ

resistance 10 improvement, Denial of problems and performance (Baron i988).

The main objective of finchaa sugar factory (FSF) is to produce sugar with several secondary

objectives to meet these objectives the vital importance second to none is cane agriculture SL11.Cevirtually

""llf~!>" l'C! made in the field and P"Oc", •."",rt i" the f.•fOt •••••••' Acricultu•.",m"" t..", defined as the human activitv..,~ •••..•.. .., _ W &A. .a...,...:a. _ .•. ......,..,__ .•..•.•.•..•..•.. _,.. •.._.1.) •.•. t:)i-.i.w ,.,u.i._ •.& -J VW _... •••. .•. .a._.•.•. _ •.1." .•.•...)

energy ( Dewit et al 19i8).

A good system of agriculture is required to produce qualified quantity of sugar from the land at

reasonable cost with out 1mp:t11ine its fertility since many semi arid and arid areas are naturally wen

provided with most plant foods there should be good system of management which must ensure that the

nutrient S1.'\t'.13 of the soil is maintained and that all factor directly or indirectly harmful to plant growth

are absent and or minirrtized ilnd the soil particles them selves reman; in place and aloeneither washed

nor blown away to this effect several problem areas should be identified and sufficient agricultural

research must be carried on. This is because research work and experiments carried out in the nnchaa

valley pilot farm are sound basis for the organization of plant production on large hectares.
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To implement those facts knowledge of environmental resources and expected conditions from

below the soil surface through the soil! air interface to the lower atmosphere provides guidance [or

strategic decisions in the long range planning of crop production. This paper is there for designed to high

light the geographical postion and back grouend information of finchaa valley and to give a birds eye-

view of finchaa vallev weather conditions with emnhasis to cane: aoricnltnre it indicates neither detail~ ~ v"

information nor absolute solution. However it can be used as amini reference and small guidance for a

the paper is considered as apreliniuary infouuatiou U11 which oue could step U11 [01 lti:s Ul 1.til [Ui.ulti

investigation.
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Slaleillelll oi lhe probleul
Performance appraisal can have many problems in organization in this study my primery interst

is to identify this major serious problems of performance appraisal and to assess its impact on employees

moral and satisfaction the underling reason which intiates me to select this topic and study is that

because of the fact that many talent and qualified employees can be dcmorivatcd as a result of in

apperopcrate performance evaluation and they art: subjected iu moral dissatisfaction this is because there

may be subjectivity, biasness, poor performance evaluation staderds or design.

The appra;~;ll methods nsed and the manner ;n which results are comrnnnicated can have po~ti"e:

,~ negative effect on employees moral and statistaction that is why I am focusing my study around this

urea.

One of the problems of performance apprisai problems with evaluation standerds this arise
"because ot perceptual ditrerencres in meaning of the words used to evaluate employees thus good,

!

Adequate, satisfactory and excellent may mean different thing to different evaluators so subjective

performance evulation may cause biasness, favouring one subordinate and ignoring the other this is

because of informal communicafion and the like.

Another problems of performance appraisal is errors in ratings of performance of employees this
,

errors may be the h910 errors in the rater assigness ratings for several dimension of performance on the

basis of an over all general impression of the rate the central tendency error is another in which the rater

avoids nsino high or low r;l~tin(J~ ;Inn aseiones averaoe rarinos ann also the litimerw or hM~hne:q~errors- '-J ;.:,.. '-' "-' wi

ete "'1'1> I>rrnrc fn I>',,,,l •• ,,,tfnn technique•. ••. ••• w ._ .•."' .•.•..a. •••• _ .•."....,. ••.•._ .•••.•.••• w.a. •..•.•.•.••.••••

In addition to the above problems mall)' factors haw animpact 011.the appraisal system three

factors that are especially importants are leader ship style organizational climate and training an

appraisal proceaures leadership styles in terms of the amount of criticism that is used greatly impact ,the

out comes of apprai at systems in most cases participative leadership are required in many aspects of the

appraisal systems.



Organizational climate affects the out comes of appraisal if the organization wants fairing high

employee satisfaction with the appraisal system the over all company climate must move to wards such

elusivegoal as increased trust, openness and support and to wards a developmentai approach to dealing

most employees performance evaluation perhaps the most common fear is of subjectivity on the part of

the: rate: Snbjetive bias and favorism are real problems that create opposition to most performance

evaluation systems this fears are hidden. However and more general arguments are provided

Performance appraisal systems also have vwb1e1llM incase poorly designed the design can be

blamed if the criteria for evaluation are poor the technque used is cumbersome or the system is more

101m than substance it the criteria used locus solely on agj;yity. rather than out put personality traits

rather than performance the evaluation may not be well received.



Objective ui the study

The General Objective of the study is to assess what performance appraisal looks like how it is

applied in organizations. What benefits and draw backs (impacts) does it have on employees worki.flg in

~.••orzani zati c'"_...•.v ~u~ .I. •.•

Spedfi~ Obje~tive

The specific objective of the study is to identify what techniques arc used by organizations to

Evaluate the performance of employees

. to investigate who evaluate employees (top management), immediate supervisors peers)etc

. to investioate who W:fS evaluated/individual employee, departmentjerc
"'" 'J. J

to determine what predetermined standards are used to evaluate employees and to prove

weather this criteria or standards arc valid or not in satisfying employees appraisal mechanisms

.to investigate the role of performance applais~

" to find out the draw back of performance appraisal-- •..•.. ,.

\
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Scope orihe study

The scope of the study is limited to the assessment of performance appraisal 1..11 Fincha Sugar

Factory. TIle SCOpe of the study ranges from identifying the underlined probkm of appraisal in the

factory, assessing the impact that of would have on employees moral and satisfaction, and finally to give

possible suggested solutions and recommendation in my view, since the study is based on sample survey

( survey of selected individuals) rather than (census survey ) survey of all individuals, the percussion

and accuracy of the study is limited to the extent of respondents answers to the questionnaires offered.

Significance of the Studv,

The study enable one to know about the role and draw baek of performance.' appraisal in

organization, it also enables why organizations used to appraise their employees, what arc. the methods

and techques used to evaluate employees and on what standards and criterias organizations evaluate

their employees. More over it enables to know weather this Evaluation standerds or criaterias are valid

or not as compared to employees performance.

The study also help ful because of the fact that it enables one to know who are goinings to

evaluate employees and who are go:tini.llg to be Evaluated.Ia addition to this the study ill. very important

for the organizations. because) it helps the management to kno~1 about the work performance of his

employees by identifying their weakness and strengths and G also helps the manager to motivate

employees whu are good performer even to reward and to advice and to take corrective measures on

employees who have some deficiencies in some areas of skills and developments.

Above an the sionificance of the studv is to create awarness amono the organization to use
ft,..J _ .--; .•••..,:(, ~

standardized way of performance app?~a!~echa.'1ism which is based up on perdetermind standerd

8hip and p~rfect harmony in avoiding ~ffOrs in evaluation of the performance of employees.

The study also help the senior manegment student to conduct his research in order to finsh the

course seminar in management and it creates awamess and creativety among the student to tink more to

identify problems and solve in his /her future career.
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Meihods and meihodoiocies
The study was conducted 1...11 South Western Part of Ethipia in Estern Wollega Zone on Fincha

Sugar Factor)' located approximately 296 k.m far away from the countries Capital City Addis Abeba.

Data will be collected USUlg questionnaires and interviews questionnaires arc designed and

offered to respondents were advised and expected to answer the questions accordingly. Questionnaires

can be open ended or closed ended in the case of closed ended questionnaires respondents should have

to rick the boxes. Tt can he yes or No nnestions or mnltinle choice where as onen ended questions can hev J. J. .1

answered by writing the necessary information on the space provided clearly and neatly also formal

structured irrterview can be conducted with the top management of the factory.

Data will be aualized using d;scriptive and ll1e~1l,li.al_ aualysise ill UlUCl tv [WlltcUllVlc analyse

the data both quantitative and qualitative methods of data alaiysis technique are incorporated and used.

Employees are selected trom ditterent managerial levels ot herarchey top, middle and first level

management. For top and middle level of managerial herarchey the stratified sampling technique are

used and for those lower level employees random selection are used. The sampling techniques used are

the qucstionary arc limited. Both primcry and seeondry data arc used to support the litrcturc revew of the

research proposal. Sample size can be determined by laking,20% of the individual employees working in

that particular organization (sugar factory).

To up elate the research properly it will take 4-0 months lndnnelne the nata collection ana1ysl~e

and desigaing processes.

8



LTh1MATION OF TIlE TIJDY.

Since the study was limited to sample survey (survey of selected employees) rather than census

survey (survey of all employees) there may be in accuracy especially it is impossible to be absolute on

the sample survey of selected employees to make Judgments more over it is very difficult to generalize

ann include the study based up on the sample survey of the selected employees in addition respondents

may exaggerate or under mine while they are responded to the questionnaires.

9



CHAPTER 2

Back ground information

Geographical position and Genera! information on the finchaa sugar project site.
The Fincliaa sugar project is situated in horo gUdU1U provice , eastern wollega zone. Wollega is

situated in oromia region which is the western part of Ethiopia and border to Gojjam, shoa, lliuababor.

The capital city of the estern wollega zone is Nekemente which lies about 330 km to the west of Addis

Abeba. Finchaa valley project area is located at 9\}30" to ]O\}001 and 37\}E at elevation of hetween 1350

and 1600 m above sea level and about 332 km North- West of Addis Abeba. It borders on guduru in the

east and south , Abayi-choma in the west, and Horo in the north. The project area can be reached via the

liiain high way from addb to Gedo ( 192km west of Addis Ababa and there after by means of an all

weather gravel road from Gedo to Fincfhaa dam (95 km to the North West of Gedo),

The finchaa sugar project area is situated 47 km and 69 km away from finchaa town ship and

shambo ( main town of Horo Gudurn province respectively) the route from Finchaa town down in to the

valley consist of a gravel road which runs along the top of the escarpment before it descends very

steeply to enter the project area form the west. This road is subject to occasional closure when sections

are damaged due to land slide or submerges and gulley formation. Fur instance, closure due to land sub

marge and gulley formation , for instance, closure due to land sub marge and gulley formation was

observed between June and September in 1994:1be tinchaa ualley is surrounded by almost parallal near

vertical escarpment which rises approximately 700 to 850 ahove the valley floor on the east, west and

south directions. The valley floor around the project area is gently undulating with ageneral slope of I to

divides the project area in to western ( Iloro) and eastern ( guduru) bank. The valley progressively

widens from the south to me North where eventually me finchaa river is joined by the Atnani Nashe

nver betore the combined nvers finally enter the blue nile. There also exists asmatl number of water

these seasonal streams, thus the finchaa river has hy itself some tribunes.
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Before the establishments of the state hum there were indigenous in habitants in the valley.

According to interviewed local elders there were manv inhabitants involved in herdinc cattle. collectino~ v ~ J _

honey, and ploughing, in. such mixed f01!!'I1'lg they also produce cotton, millet, maize, test, nug and

SD..Tj cows ( personnel communication) TIIOUgh there were thousands of cattle in the valley they easily

differentiated their own by me brand on the skin of me cattle which was pecular to specific clan. There

was no back bitin cheatmg theft or deuberate offense. they assembled occassionalv under an ever green

tree called odaa for a moment of tank giving to their God waaqa . latter an around 1920 there was

aremarkable migration of people to this valley. The drought prevailing in the surrounding high land

"""'''co ""'1'" '''' serious •.1..--1 it resulted in t1...", A",ct ••uction ,,-f domestic 1,-f", "nA forced them to " ••,,1...AO"'" totA..Lw......, .,,~ uv ..,.. -...u Uta .•. .•.•.__ ,LA. •.•••. a__ wu" .•._w •...•.v Yo&. "" .•.•. ....,....... ill., •.•.•.a~.&. .•._ ""'•. .La.•. " .t'~"'L _ •.•.1.1. •.

the valley. This period was known as the period of jccjjcc starvation the name of Jccjjcc was drivcd

from the oromo language which is known as strip. The starved people used to eat the stripped roasted

animal skin and hence called je~ilee starvation ( Bara Bella je~tiee ).

For ther more the mineral water (hora) in the vallev was found to he more suitable for their cattle
" "

production than the sourrounding high lands from south to North the sorga, sensa Omachoo and Hora-

"t.~v~ are some ~~ the ••...•neral water ~0,. •.•r1 ;•.• the '(;'m'chaa vallev "h~~~;" aspring of _;_.,.~~l ~,~~..••.to.J.. 1..1.I"J"' "U ~.11. \or V.1. \.f .l1.u..i. J. UJ. 1'¥ "".l .I.. ,,"1.\.1. J.1.1 LJ.l J. J. uu WJ. J. .J..)" lV1. U. .1':> p.u .11 U1.l"". U.l •••" UL\"r.l l

valley and obtained their food staff by hunting games, boiling plant ieaves ( lamu) collecting roots and

stem of some plants ( Buri& Boroda) harvesting test resembling plant called muri and collecting

honev.The area of the vallev was almost covered bv dense forests some of the imnortant trees are ziven
"" ., .., ....-

in Oromo language, However, through time most of their c-attlewere reduced due to trypnomasis ( gandi

because of epidemic malaria, BeCOlU3eof all these factors the migrated people and the orginal in

habitants out fluxed to the surronding high lands and permanently settled there. Even after that they

come to the valley for hunting and collectin honey from Limeto Lime.

At the end of 1975 the form was established by fetan under the ministry of agriculture and

started clearing of land thus the removal of the natural vegetation cover in the project area was built and

to the ministry of state form in 1980 However forest fire by the local people of or collecting honey

11



shifting cultivation charcoal production, fire wood and timber collection ctc have been exercised and is

still practiced, Even though the destruction of natural vegetation was not significant since the number of

local people per unit area were minimal along with (he establishment of state farm the original name of

different places and streams were changed to cite few example the now seventh camp was known as

arhu - Danhi and the fakare river as lap-aoda in snire of this chanoino of names. the oroinal neonJe stillv... 4.J V .I v..1.

valley to lemlem bareha which was and is called by the local people Gamoji Agul. Agul is the name of

the liver that flow from south tv north of the valley and the same river called as choman in guduru

distirict and around Finchaa town. Gamojii indicates the climate of the valley which means arid thus arid

areas of the valley generally called Agul.In April 1977 G.C out of the tour identitied potential sugar

cane producing areas namely Finchaa, Angelele, Bolahamo, gambela and Amaro.finchaa valley was

selected as the most suitable site for sugar cane production. One year latter the Ethiopian sugar

corporation under took the task of preparing a complete feasibility study of the Finchaa valley including

land and soil capability studies.Around 1980 the Ethiopian sugar Grporation also started cleating of land

to establish some research trials the removal of natural variation has been identified by Finchaa sugar

project since 1990.Most Business and industrial organizations use systematic performance appraisal

procedures for both non supervisory and managerial employees. Performance appraisal is important in

organization because use of numerous purpose for which it is employeed and its impact an individual as

well as organizations.
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CHAPTER 3-

LITERATlJRE REVIEW

Fincha sugar factory

Appraisal score sheet

Name of employee --------- --Division ----------------- service in present job -----------------

Job title ------------------------ departtnent-------------- service in factory -----------------------

~l\•.ge ---------------------------- section -------------------- unit -----------------------------

The appraisal coucrs the period from ------------------- to ----------------

Nonsuponlisory i Supervisory Paint score II S.No I Appraisal factor

QuaJity of work

I Quantity of work I
3 I Costconsciouncss I I I I
4 I Punctuality and attendance I I
5 Attitude and interest I I I
() Motivation and effort ! I

I I I I I
! 7 <1 dootabilitv ! II •• ~1' ~'J I

I 8 I ~ornnl~catior~ a~.d~ndcr5tanding I I I I
I mnovauon and uutlative I I I I
I I II Job knowledge I I I I

T.eadership ahilitv I I I.. I I
I l\dministmtive ability 1 I I I

Signature of appraiser Signature of employee

Employee name _

Job title _

13



Employee potential appraisal Division has the employee potential for

promotion? yes No _

if employee has potential for promotion which Job do you see him being promoted to ?

Is the employee read for promotion now or does he need training and experience?

Tfthe employee needs training or experience indicate the type of training of the kind of experience

needed?

If the employee has any skill or aptitude not used in his present job please indicate this ?

Completed by reviewed by training requirement noted by

Name Name Name ----------
Job title ---------
Signature _

Date-------

Job title _

Signature _

Date--------

Job title--------------
Signature _

Date -------------
Appraisal summary Employees n3..+ne _

COilunent on the degree to which

Integrity --------
Maturity and self disppline

Physical and mental enemy _

Reliability and consistency

Job title -------------
Division ----------

Other comments

Summary f appraisal

Having complete ll",,,,points factor, place a tick in the box which corresponds to the total points scored,

F or non supervisors use these forms

0-250 176-242 242 -374 374 --440

unsatisfactory satisfactory outstanding

For the supervisors use these figures

0-250 250 -343 343 -530 530- 624



If the over all performance rating of the employees is unsatisfactory or outstanding given specific

examples and comment furry on the reasons for ratings the employees performance as unsatisfactory or

outstanding.

What is your recommendation to improve the employees present performance?

Th1£appraisal was discussed with the employee on and his reaction! comments are as follows

Signature of appraiser Signature of the employee

.. , 15



ClIArTER4

DATA Al'iALYSIS Al~u Ir~lERPERTATION

Results of the study

The appraisal methods used and the manner in which results are communicated can have positive

and negative impact on employees moral and satisfaction. This is the motive which entitles me to

conduct Uris research on the title performance appraisaly employees selecting Iinchaa sugar factory fur

the case study. Performance appraisal may be defined as structured formal interaction between

subordinate and supervisors that usually takes the form of periodic interview annually or semi annually

in which the work performance of subordinate is examined and discussed with aview of identifying

weak nesses and strengthes as well as wpportuties for improvement and skills developments.

conducted semi annually &4%. The evaluation can be carried out by the top management and immediate

supervisrons m wmch the performance appraisal by the immediate supervisor can predominate 7,)% the

study clearly shows that the graphic rating scale is the most widely used performance appraisal

technique that can be used by the factory 50%. In this technique of performance appraisal the rater

assesses and employee en factors such "'" quantitj 0+ worl dependability Job knowledze ...#"" •.•,1•••.•"..,..,"" ••.•...1.1. J .1.1•.•'....., 1. ~ ~ w,."J .&. t'~ J.~ y.", .I. \.i.44. JiU,)' •., ~ .au. ,.,. .•.••..•6"', •..•....""'.lI ..•.••I"'..u .••..•'"

accuracy of work and cooperativeness. Graphic rating scales, include both numerical ranges and written

descriptions, There are so many techniques uf performance appraisal but not aU techniques and-methods are appropriate for an organization to use it.

16



Sample Items on a Graphic rating scale Evaluation form used by Finehaa sugar factory

Quantity of work the amount of work an employee does in a work day

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Does not meet Does just Volume of very industrious Has superior

Minimum requirement enough to work is R<ttisfactnry does more work production

get by than is required Record

( ) ( )
Dependability the ability to do required jobs well with a minimum of supervision

( )

Requires dose

Supervision

Is unreliable

Sometimes

requires

promoting

( )

Usually completes

necessary
tasks with

Reasonable

Promptness

requires

little supervision

is reliable

( )
Requires

absolute
minimum of

supervision

)

Job knowledge= information an employee should have 011 work duties for satisfactory job.

( ( )
lacks knowledge

of some phases

of job duties

is poorly

informed

about work

( )
is moderately

informed; can

answer most

questions about the job

( )
understands

all phases of

job

( ) ( )
attendance+ faith f~l1ncss in corning to work dab); and conforming to work hours.

( )( )
is often absent is iax in attendance is usually present

with out good excuse or and on time

or frenuentlv.. ~ reporting for work

reports for work on time or both

( ( )
Accuracy -- the correctness of work duties performed

( ))

Makes trequent

Errors

coreless often

makes errors

usuaJly accurate

makes only

erage number

Ot mistakes

( )
has complete

mastery of all

phases of job

( )
is very prompt is always regular

regularly attendance and prompt

volunteers for

( )
Requires little

over time when

needed.

( )
Requires absolute

exact and precise

superv n; 18 minimum ofsupervision

is almost always

most ot tne accurate
17



The graphic rating scale method is subject to some serious weaknesses. One potential weaknesses is that
evaluators are unlikely to interpret written descriptions in the same manner due to differences in back

around, experience. and personality. Another potential problems relates to the choice of ratinss
categories. It is possible to choose categories that have significant influence on job perfonnance.

Perforrnanceappraisal techniques NQ of workers who respond to Percentage %

used the questions
Graphic rating scale 58 58%

Essay appraisal 20 20%

Work slandered approach 10 100A>

Cheek list 12 12%

Critical incident approach Nill

Table- 1 types of performance appraisal

, '
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Performance appraisal Technique

I

1U 1

IO+--------------r------------~--------------~------------~----~------~

•.•n.l.U

Ranking Wmi< Std

Appraisai Technique

Critic;;>.!incid~nt

consciousness, punctuality amI attendance, attitude and interest, motivation and effort adaptability,

communication and understanding, innovation and initiative, Job knowledge, leadership ability,

adnumstratrve ability as appraisal factors (standards). The evaluation techmcue used and the appraisal

factors (standards) employed can be the same for both the evaluators (bosses) and the employees to be

evaluated as a result both the subordinate and management agreed up on the manner performance
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According to the survey the performance appraisal conducted in Finchaa sugar factory can have draw

backs 78% this draw back can be on the standards used the standards used for appraisal may be

irrelevant, unrealistic and unclear because should not be established by analyzing the job out put to

ensure that standards are job related.
\

Types of performance appraisal No of employees responded to Percentage %

drawbacks the question

Errors in r••ting 30 30% ;
/

Subjectivity 26 26%

BiaslNess 38 38%
Problem in interpretation 6 6%

Table 2 performance appraisal and its draw backs

Errors in
rating

30

6
problem
interpretation

«

38
Biasness

Pin -chart - showing performance appraisal and is draw backs

""'v')0



The survey also clearly shows that performance appraisal can have both positive and negative

impact on employees moral and satisfaction 81% even if an employee perform wen the manner in which

it is communicated and interpreted can be matter their moral and satisfaction. According to the data

collected most of the respondents answer that If an employee performance feed back is satisfactory

enoush they exnect promotion. pay increase. reward and moral satisfaction this all can be viewed as
positive impact of performance appraisals in another case if an employees perfonnance feed back i£I not

as such satisfactory enough as compared to its actual performance level the manager may take actions

such as demotion, discipline, pay reduction and the employee may get depressed and morally

dissatisfied but may know his deficiencies and try to improve more in his sldlls and developments

however the case may be such actions and feelings can be viewed as negative impact of performance

appraisal below is the result of each case.

Employees expectations if their No of employees who respond to Percentage %

performance appraisal feed back the question

is good

Promotion 35 35%

Reward 10 10%

Pay increase 40 40%

Moral satisfaction motivation 15 15%

Table - 3 employees expectation if there performance appraisal is satisfactory.

~
From the table we can observe that 35% of the employee expectation is promotion, 10% of the

employees expectation is reward and 40% of the employee expectation is pay increase where as 15% of

the employee expectation is moral satisfaction regardless of any thing they offered in return.

•....•.
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The study also shows that performance appraisal is really necessary for an organization because

employees does not work well motivating them selves if there is no performance appraisal 780/0, more

over performance appraisal helps the oreani7atton to fix salaries of employees and to give promotion)

The bar graph below shows that most of the employees expectation Is pay increase,
prmotlon, reward and moral satisfaction

training and development and reward employees. According to the rbta most of the employees in the

,",romotlon Paymcrease Morai SatisfactionKewara

Expectetion ,

appraisals. The survey conducted also shows that employees can be in need of hearing their petfonnance

appraisal mdirectrv in wntten tonn this m turn can have advantage tor employees as well as for the
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organization because it is filed and used when needed (maintain accurate and clear information) for the

future generation. If there is misunderstanding between me subordinate and supervisor it is kepi. as

documentation for evidences.

Discussion part of the study
The discussion part of this study magnifies the scope of the survey conducted in analysis and

interpreting thoroughly turn hy turn elaborating the result of the stndy, c.omp::lrinep::l~tstudies with

current survey and evaluating the findings that can be included on this part of the study. Detail statistical

...1~+~~~- 1..~ ...1;"~"M~~...1~_...1 analvzed -~"",; ••gs can 1...,. ~.~- +1.._~••~1.. the _-O"~MS 0-1=" interpretation thisU4.I-UI- "","1 UW u.~""Ut:)t3""'U U.ilU U.lJ..U.l} "-'\.j. .lll\oru.a.1..LI.l """ 1 U,", t::JA 'I' ""1.1 &.l.llVUf,U U. p.l "",",13 ..1. ll.U· .1 .1'" .1 J. ,

Wiu.elllS and makes the research uune practical and WSI;;rut Su ill till;; discussion part of this research

paper all the necessary details about performance appraisal can be carried on to be listed and explained

here the advantages and disadvantage, the strength and weakness, the opportunity and threats can be

highlighted. The performance appraisal process is the ongoing of evaluating employee performance.

Performance appraisal is also called performance evaluation, performance review, merit rating and

performance audit, regardless of the name, bosses hate to give them and workers hate to get them.

Performance appraisal is one of the manager is most important, yet most difficult, functions and is

becoming even more demanding. Handled properly, it can increase productivity motivation and morale

and decrease absenteeism and turn over But handled poorly of can decrease performance,

Typ~s of pprformancp. appr~isal

There are two types of performance appraisal used world ~.•.•ide these are developmental and

evaluative. Performance appraisal has two separate but related uses based on whether developmental or

administrative decision is being made. They are related be cause UII;; developmental plans are away

based on an evaiuative performance appraisal, However, the primary purpose of PA should be to help

employees improve their performance.

Developmental performance :- appraisal is used to make decisions and plans for performance

they are doing their jobs. Areas of sti:eiig'"tliand improvement must be clear, and a plan for improvement
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must be developed 50 that the employee knows what it takes to get a higher evaluation rating on the next

performance review.

Evaluative performance: - appraisal is used to make administrative decisions including pay

raises transfer and rrnmotlom:, and demotions anci terminations managers are held legally accountable

f'"•...•dmi•.•istr ..•tive decisions hpf"'1USP thp"tT n'I,,,,t meet the equal employment opportunity contract fEPOr')•••_ ••.. _ ..a.&..i.i..I..~ _.v _ •••••....,..,•. &UJ _w-..... ... ..A.•.••.. .) .•..•.•. -.... • .1.&.&'" .•.•.••.••. .•.. ••..•. .j..i.61.... •.•. "'J.... -~ •.. \ A.J '-"I

TTn;+"~-Guidelines ~- employee selection procedures manasers "_0 not completely free to promote 0-• '-' 1.U..VJ..lll Uu.1.'\.a."" •••.. U.ll \,,11. 1. .1 }...,..., t:) .1'-' V - U "'" U -t=/'~ U.1"" 1.V ""' 1. .1\." 0\.11)"""" .11 \"r .I.

disdliugt; any one they pleases administrative decisions should 11Ut be discriminatory. Effective

performance appraisal can prevent company litigation. Decisions should be based on objective job

performance criteria employers must know exactly where they stand. what their responsibilities are; and

the standards of nerformance thev are exoected to achive. When both the develoomental and evaluative..a. ~... A

performance appraisals are conducted together, which they commonly are, the development is often less

both a judge and coach. TIl¢ evaluative performance appraisal (PA) focuses 011 the past, where as the

lWO ~es clear and can help me manager be both a judge and a coach.

Performance appraisal is the process of dctcrming and communicating to an employee how he or

she is performing on me Job and ideally establishing a pian of improvement when properly conducted,

performance appraisals not only let employees know how well they are performing but also influence

their future level of effort and task direction. Effort should be enhanced if the employee is properly

reinforced The taxk perception of the employee should he clarified through the establishment of ::l plan

for improvement.

One of the most common uses of performance appraisal is for making administrative decisions

relating to promotions, firings, lay offs, and merit pay increases the present Job performance of an
.,

p..,.,•.•levee 1'0 ofte •.• the moot o.~ifil''l ••t consideration for determinina nrhPth"" •. to n •." ••.•"'tp th"" •...•"""""'n••...•.•.• l"" .•.-J .•. ,.;} .•.."............ ""•. lJ"'ea~""""~i.." w_ ""A._ " .•. l.! •...•.•. i.i..i.~ •.o r.,.a..................... y...".a.a.a._•..•..•...•.•..•.. l"'" •...•. lJ'V •.

effective ,lJt;lful1llCl ill a higllt;l lC\lcl Job, ,lJt;lfollHaLl\';t; appraisals do provide some predictive

information. Performance appraisal information can also provide needed in put for determining both

individual and organizational training and development needs this information can be used to identity
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individual employees strength and weaknesses. This information can then be used to help determine the

organizations over ail training ami development needs. For an individual employee, a completed

performance appraisal should include a plan outlining specific training and development needs. Another

important use of performance appraisal is to encourage performance improvement. In this regard

nerformance annraisals are used as a means of commnnicatino to ernnlovees how thev are doino andJ. J.J. "'"' .I..J ., ~

type of feedback clarifies

coaching and uaiuiug by the manager to guide ail employees W01K efforts, TIle dcvcloprucuis uf d

performance improvement plan is discussed in more depth. Finally', two other important uses of

information generated through performance appraisals are input to the validation of selection procedures

and input to the validation of selection procedures and input to human resource planning.

A concern in organ •..•ations is 1..0'" O-A-A'- to conduct performance "••.p•..•~"..l these •."''''•....''' to b'" "'0,1.&.l..L..d.4 J.~ .u. "" ..•..•."".1.1." "" 1.\,.1. '"' tiTlV.l.l. t.4t.l.1.\,I\J up .1 •••.hl ••.•..1. UI.W~ ,,",",","'I.~ \01' 1.1

real consensus on how frequently performance appraisals should be done but in general the answer is as

often as necessary to lei. employees know what kind of Job they are doing and if performance is not

satisfactory, the measures that must be taken for improvement, for many employees, this can not be

accomplished through one annual performance appraisal. There fore, it is recommended that for most

employees; informal performance appraisals be conducted two or three times a year in addition to an

Understandma performance
Performance refers to the decree of accornnlishment of the tasks that make no an employee's

~.l .I. .•..•..

Job Tf' •.pflpl"tQ hnu7 well <)n employee ;., fulfilli •.•~ the requirement of the Job Often confused with effort-- •.•••.••.••••••••.•. w ••••~ •• _"" t'".... i+.li •. -J ••.••..VJ ••.. ~~i.o •.•.•..•..... _ .•.•.•..&. •••. .£.. ••••.••• 'V • ~ •.•.•. ':'ll~... ""•. L ..•...•.._ •.• ,

which refers to energy expended, performance is measured in terms of results. Fore example, a student

may exert a great deal uf effort in preparing fur an exam and 8M make a poor grade in such a case the

effort expended was high, yet the performance was low.

Determinates of performance
Job performance is the net effect of au employee's effort as modified by abilities and rose 01 'task

perception. Thus performance in a given situation can be viewed as resulting from the inter relation

ships among effort, abilities and role perceptions.
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E.ITor~ which resuits from being motivated, refers to me amount of energy ( physical and ior

mental) an individual uses in performing a task. Abilities are personal characteristics used in performing

a Job. Abilities usually do not fluctuate widely over short periods of time. Role (task) perceptions refer

to the. direction in which individuals believe they should channel there efforts on their jobs The

activities and behaviors people believe are necessary in the performance of their Jobs define their role

perceptions. To attain an acceptable level of performance, a minimum level of proficiency must exist in

cadi uf the performance components. Similarly, the level of proficiency ill any oue-perfonuauce

components can place an upper boundary on performance, If employees put forth tremendous effort and

have excellent abilities but lack a clear understanding of their roles. performance will probably not be

zood in the eves of their manasers. Much work win be oroduces but it win be misdirected like wiss, an_ •... _.L .

employee who puts forth a high degree of effort and understands the Job but lacks ability probably will
rate 10.u on performance A ~ •••,,1 possibili·t·" ;« the employee who h •.•" good .•bilitv and " •.•de•....4-"' •• ,t ••.•,.. tho.I."" ".I. "" '\01'1.1..1 .1 1. ".l.A.'\oI • J. &. .&..I.U.W "" v "J JJ,;,) •• '" ,." ..•.1 .LV"" •••• ry .l.l~ V ""'V '-] &4A •..•..•.l.u. J.~W.lI.u,u.16 ~

role but is lazy and expel1ds little effolt. This employee can cUliipeflsate up to a point for a weakness in

one area by being above average in one or both of the other areas.

Environmental factors as performance obstacles other factors beyond the control of the employee

can also stifle performance, Although such obstacles are some times used merely as eXGUSS, they are

or conflicting demands on the employees time, inadequate work facilities and equipment restrictive

policies that alltici the Job, lack uf cooperation Irom others, type uf supervision, temperature, lighting

noise, machine or equipment pacing, shifts and even luck environmental factors should be viewed not as

direct determinants of individual performance but as modifying the effects of effort, ability, and

direction of poor ventilation or worn out equipment may well affect the effort an individual expends. I In

clear policies or poor supervision can also produce miss directed effort. Similarly, alack of training can

result in wider utilized abilities one of management s greatest responsibilities is to provide employees
• l' 1 • •• • d .. l' • ......cwith adequate WOfl\J.ng conditions an supportrve environment to eliliimate or nunmuze perrormance

obstacles how performance appraisal is conducted can have a decided impact on employees motivation,

moral and plans tor improvement. Appraisals can be conducted by the immediate supervisors, the

employee, the employees peers, customers or other outside appraisal, committees, or the employees

subordinate or combination of this there are several reasons to appraise performance appraisals provide
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information up on which promotion and salary decisions can be made second they provide an

opportunity review me subordinates work related behavior, this intern allows both of them 1.0 develop a

plan for correcting any deficiencies the appraisal might have strength and right :finally the appraisal can

and should be central to your tinns career planning process because of provides a good opportunities to

review the persons career plans in light of his/her exhibited strengths and weaknesses.

The supervisors role in appraisals
The supervisor usually docs the actual appraising mid must be familiar with the appraisal

technique understand ami avoid problems that can cripple 011 appraisal ami conduct the appraisal fairly.

The human resource department serves as policy making and advisory role in one survey for example

about 80% of the tilrns responding said the human resource department provides advice and assistance

regarding which appraisal tool to use hut leaves final decisions on appraisal procedures to operating

division heads, in the rest of the firms the personnel office prepares detailed format and procedures and

insists that all department use them personnel is also responsible for training supervisors to improve

their appraisal skills. Finally personnel is responsible for monitoring the use of the appraisal system,

particularly in regard to ensuring that the format and criteria being measured comply with equal

employment opporturuty ( EEO) laws and do not of become out dated.

Steps in appraising performance
Performance appraisai involves three steps define the Job, appraise performance, and provide

teed back defining the Job means making sure that you and your subordinate agree on his! her dunes and

Job standards. Appraising performance means comparing your subordinate actual performance to the

standards set in step one; this usually involves some type of rating form. Third, performance appraisal

usually requires one or more feed back sessions during which the subordinates performance and

progress arc discussed and during which plans arc made for any development that is required.
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~ ~ • 'I .•.•r-errormunce appCaJ.Salpromems

Some appraisal fail because subordinates are not told ahead of time exactly what is expected of

them in terms of good performance or the appraisal fail because of problems in the forms or procedures
. .. h II b ..t=_ "J.. h" .f:used to actually appraise the performance; a lenient supervisor migr t rate a su ordinates rugr ror

instance, although many are actually unsatisfactory. Still other problems arise during the interview feed

back StiSSiUIl problems that include arguing and poor communications problems can occur at any si.agti ill

the evaluation process.

Somp. ofthp. pit falls to avnirl pprfnrmancp apprais31s arp

1. Lack of standards with aut standards there can be no objective evaluation of results, only

2. Iuclevaut VI :subjt;\,;liVti standards- standards should be established by analyzing tile job uut

put to ensure that standards are job related.

3. Un reahsnc standards are goals WIth motivating potential. These are reasonable but

challenging have the most potential to motivate.

4. Poor measures of performance objectivity and compression require that progress to words

standards or accomplishment of measurable standards include quantifiable

5. Rater error- rater errors include rater bias or prejudice, halo effect, constant error, central

tendency and fear of confrontation.

6. Poor feed back to employee standards and ior ratings must be communicated to the employee

in order for the performance evaluation to be effective

7 Neoative communications- the evaluation nrocess 1~hinnered hv communication of neoativeu .1J t..,J

..•ttitudes such ..•" inflexibilitv defensiveness and '"non developmental approachM...... •.•...u _ ••••. ...., J.& •.••.••• ."....... ..; •••.•••••.••.•. ••••••.•.•••• t:J,........ •• .•._..... •........•. ..w •. •. M ..,
8. Failure to apply evaluation data failure to use evaluations in personnel decision making and

personnel development neglects the primary purpose of performance evaluations. The USt;

and weighting of multiple criteria as well as the frequency of evaluation also present

problems.
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Appraising performance problems and Issues dealing with the main Graphic rating scale

appraisal problems

There are five main nroblems that can undermine annraisal tools arachic rating scales•. .•. - - •. -
some nf them are unclear d:Jnn{lrn~ halo eff'ed central tendencv leniencv or strict ness and hias
~ • I J I J

Un dear standards

Un clear performance standards are one problem. It would probably result in unfair

anoraisals. This is because the traits and dezrees of merit are onen to interpretation. Es different.•..•. _.... .- -
snnervisor probably define? cood " nerformance "fair" performance and so nn differenrlv these.a. "wi .I. ,.J

aim is true of traits such as " quality of work' or "creativity'There are several ways to rectify

There thc [U1111 svc\.iificJ what tuanagemcnt by this result ill appraisals that diC more l,;Uusislcul

and more easily explained.

Halo effect

The halo effect means that your rating of a subordinate on one traits such as " gets along

with vlht'it8" biases how you rate that pei:soli 011 othet traits ( such as " quantity of werk tlilil

problems often occurs with empioyees who are especially friendly ) or unfriendly/to wards the

supervisor tor example an untnendtv employee W1llotten be rated unsanstactorv tor all traits

rather that just for the trait " gets along wen with others" Being aware of this problem is a major

step to words avoiding f)f supervisor training can also alleviate the problem.

Central tendency

Many supervisors have a central tendency when filling in rating scales for example if the

rating scale ranges from 1 to 7, they tend tf) avoid the higher 6 and 7 and lower (1 and 2 ) and

rate most of their people between 3 and 5.If)1oU use a graphic fating scale, this central tendency

could mean that all employs arc simple rated " average such a restriction can distort the

evaluation making them itiss useful fur promotion, salary increment ur counseling groups

ranking employees instead of using a graphic rating scale can avoid this central tendency

problem because all employees must be ranked and thus can not all be rated average. 'This is the

main advantage of the ranking approach.



Leniency or strictness
Some supervisors tend to rate all there subordinates consistently high (or low) just as

• • 11 • • 1 1 • • 1 1.. l' • 1 1 •. 1118 espeCiallY serious with grapnic ratmg sea cs occausc 11'1C supervisor can conccrvaory rate all

subordinates either high U1 low when yuu must rank subordinates yuu are forced to distinguish

between high & low performance.

Bias

Individual differences among rates interims of characteristics like age, value, and sex can affect

the ratings they get. otten quiet apart from cache rate's actual performance. In one study tor instance.

researchers found a svstematic tendencv to evaluate order ratees over 00 vears of age lower on
J J - .,. '"-"

performance capacity and potential for development than younger employee the ratees rate and sex can

or WUli1eii, as it seems to be in the case of older workers .in one stud-y high performing females were

often rated significantlyhigher than were high performing males similarly, low performing blacks were

otten rated. sigruncanuy maher than were low performing whites on mterestma picture ot how age can

distort evaluations from a studv of reoisterednurses when the nurses were 30 -39 vears old thev and•• _ v •.•

their supervisors each rated the nurses performance 'virtually the same in the 21 -29 category,

category, the supervisors rated nurses performance 1 more than the nurses rated their own performance.

The conclusion here may be that supervisors are tougher in appraising older subordinates specifically

they do not give them as much credit for (heir success, while attributing and low performance to their

lack of ability.

The employees prevtol1~ performance can ;Jl~o affect the evaluation of his/her current

performance the actual

insensitive to change in the rater behavior in many case, it is important rating performance to do so

objectively.Try to block out the intluence of things such as previous performance, age or race.
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Huw tu a"uid appraisal problesus

There are at ieast three things you can do to minimize the impact of appraisal probiems such as bias and

central tendency. First, be sure to be familiar with the problem understanding the problem can help you

avoid it.

Second

incident method has its own advantage and disadvantages for example the ranking method as avoids

Third training supervisors to eliminate rating error such as halo , leniency and central tendency can

help them avoid these problem. In atypical training program. raters are shown a video tape of Jobs being

nerformed and are a need to rate the workers. Ratinos made hv each narticinant are than nlaced on a flin.•. ~ ~ ..&.... .a. ••.

chart and the balloons errors ( such as leniency and halo are explained for example if artisans rated ~1l

typ.i"ally tli¢ tId-hler g.!"'ves tli¢ correct rating and tlieli illustrates the rating errors the participants made.

According to one study computer assisted appraisal training improved managers ability to conduct

nertormance annraisal dIsCUSSIons Withtheir subordinates.

Rater training 1S also no panacea for reducing rating errors or improving the. accuracy of

performance ratings, union pressures, employee turn over, time constraints, and the need to justify

ratings may be more important than training, this means i.hai. improving all appraisals accuracy involves

not only training but also reducing outside factors such as anion pressure and time constraints.
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"'110 should do the appraising

Who should actually rate an employees performance? Several options exist to do so

Supervisors ratings are the heart of most appraisal systems this is be cause getting a supervisor's

appraisal IS relatively easy and also makes great deal of sense. The supervisor should be and usually is in

the best position to observe and evaluate his or her subordinates performance.

The appraisal of employee by hisJor hers peers can be effective in predicting future management

success. From a study of military officers, For example we know that peer ratings were quiet accurate in

rrenlC'.tine which officers would he rrnmoten and which would not in another ~tllny that involved more

one potential problems is " logrolling" here all the peers simply get together to rate each other high

with mort; firms using self managing teams or pt:t:r appraisals art: becoming mort: popular ai. digital

equipment corporation for example an employee due for an appraisal chooses ail appraisal ' I

chairperson" each year. this person then selects one supervisors and three other peers to evaluate the

employees work

Using rating committees

Employers llSe rating wlli.J.uittees to evaluate timployces. These couunittees are usually

composed of me employee's immediate supervisor and three or four other supervisors. There are several

advantages to using mulnple rater wtule there may be a discrepancv in the ratings made by the dJfterent

supervisors. The composite ratings tend to be more reliable, fair and valid than those of individual raters

several raters can help cancel out problems. like bias and halo effect on the part of individual raters

different levels often observe different facts of an employees performance : the appraisal out to reflect

these differences even when a committee is noi. used it is ~OIlUI10nto have the appraisal reviewed by lilt:

immediately above the one who makes the appraisal.



~.... 4-oeu-raungs

Some employees use employees self ratings of performance usually in conjunction with

supervisors ratings the basic problem is that most studies show that employees consistently rate

carefully. Supervisors requesting self appraisal should know that there appraisals and the self appraisals

may accentuate differences ami rigidify positions further more even if self appraisal ani nut fur many

requested each employee will enter the performance review meeting with his/her own self appraisal in

mind /and thus will usuallybe higher than the supervisorsrating.

More firms to day ler subordinate anonymously evaluate tneir supervisor's performance; a

process may call up ward teed back. When conducted through out the tirm the process helps managers

diagnose management styles l identify potential" people" problems and take corrective action with

individual managers as required such subordinate ratings are especially valuable when used for



Performance appraisal and the law

Title VII of the civil rights act permits the use of a bona fide performance appraisal system performance

appraisal systems generally are not considered to be bona tide when their application results in adverse

effects on minorities women, or older employees

discrinunatory aud UUl Job related III oue case involving lay uffi, brito et al. Vzia company Spanish-

surnamed workers were re-instated with back pay because the company had used, performance appraisai

system of unknown validity in an uncontrolled and unstandardized manner in misteretta v sandia

corporation, performance appraisals were used as the main basis of layoff decisions affecting a

disproportionate number of lolder employees. The judge awarded the plaintiffs double damages plus all

In chamberlain V. Bissel.Inc, and evaluator expressed dissatitisfaction with an employees performance

but did not intorm the employee that his job was m Jeopardy. On being terminated, the employee sued

the company claiming he had never been warned that he night be dismissed. The Michigan state cOUl1

ruled the company had been negligent in not informing the employee that he night be fired and awarded

In price water house V. Hopkins the plaintiff, Ann Hopkins charged she was denied a partnership at

price water house be cause of sexuai stereotyping. Although Hopkins had generated noble new business

and logged more bill able hours than any other candidate tor partner, she was denied partnership

consideration he cause the nartner concluded she locked the nroner internersonal ~k111s.
.L ••..•. .•.

that Suiiie uf the evaluations of Hupkins were sex-ual btereutyp.ing. FOi example, uiie Humber of tIle firm
,

advised Hopkins 10 walk talk and dress in a more feminine fashion. In iIS decision, the supreme court

round that once water house had violated ntle Ull ot the CIW nghts act and stated that evamatmz

employees hy assuming or insisting that they match a stereotype was illegal.
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Many suggestions have been offered for making performance appraisal systems more legally acceptable

some of these include (1) deriving me content of me appraisal system from Job analyzed (2)

emphasizing work behaviors rather than personal traits (3) ensuring that the result of appraisals are

communicated to employees (4) ensuring that employees are allowed to give feed back during the

::Ipnr::li!::::Ilinterview (,,' trainino rnanaoers in how to cnnlinc.t nrnner evaluations (() ensnrino that.1 , 4".,J ,c, J. .I. ,c,.,.J

employees are written, documented, and retained and (7) ensuring that personnel decisions are

consistent with the performance appraisrJs.
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CHAPTERS
Conclusion and Recommendation
Conclusion

Generally speaking about performance a appraisal it is properly conducted. It is really necessary

for ~n "...,....".-~?..,..;:-.~~k.o",,,,.,,~..... :.. ,,- ....•,..+ ....•,.. ,...0-....1 .•.•.......:.. r..... .-...-.•..:----~n+ ,.---,.....~_+L .•.",..." ,...•,.k. __ ~~~........... ......"....1
",1 V.l.6".lLL£.4&. •..•.VU ...-, v"",,,,,u.uaw .1.1. ,",.I.\ofU"""~ W .Ll""U."'''.l''''' ""J.l"UV1Ull'" 1.&. UJ.1.1V1t.O uv,li 1.1.1,,", 1:".a.UVJ.u.u.U.•.•."'" i.U.1U

8upervisvi8 8ll1c,ethey come in to sit down and discuss aHioflg each otht;f8 about the work perfofinailce

of employees.There are two types of performance appraisal used world wide this are developmental and

evaluatrve lezardles ot the types, nertormance appraisal can be used tor adnumstratrve decision and to

nrovide information to we individual and orsanizational trainins and develonments.The annraisal.a. _ _ _ .•• .•• .•.

methods used and the manner in which results are communicated can have positive and negative imPf!Gt

C.., A""~l""Too,,, ..,...."••,,1 ,...•..•.rt satiefaction.a£ .•••••.•..•.&.y..•.U j ....,....,..".a.•.a.VA ••.•.•••••. L_ ••" .• Wa..t.a..... ....i.v .•..•.•

The Finchaa sugar factory uses performance appraisals that can be conducted some annually (

two times a year ). In the factory the appraisal can be carried out by the lop managemect and immidate,
supervisors in which the appraisai by the immidate supervise- can pre dominate (79%). The factory uses

the graphic rating scale technique of performance appraisal which uses quality of work, quantity of work

cos; consciousness, pnndnal1ty ann a hen dance, attitude and interest motivation and effort adoptability,

communication and understandinc innovation and in•..,;.,:,,1" fnh knowledce Ieade•.•.hfn ab1!1Thf 'lnAv_ .•.•.•.•.•.•._ .•.•.•.••....a._A.. •••. _ •.•...LL_ •••.•....,.~J..i. .i.i.i.t:;) .•..•.•.•.•._,. •••_..... ••.•. _ I..'-'J.l.l" ••., J-- .•.-. ••..•.~, .•.__•...i.u.•.ily "'J' -....•.-

~;-~ •.•.~.;~.~ ~1-.:t;•.•• "" appraise factors IS•.,,_...1 ..•~...1~"\1\,f,,_ •• ~__ l~ ••o,..~ in the facto •.•· .•."•......OC performance
~lI.J..l.W"""U"\oI UUJ.1.1L.y uo p .&.1I,&..u:".•..1 1"•.""".J. \. w.a..i.i.\.U.U.u.;.,JJ.V.U. •••.L)' "".111PJ.V),""vo.u. u. v ,LUW J.) Y¥V1.J.J .L .1.lVJ. lU&.il""'''''

.• ••. . • •• r "1 t r r ~... .• r. .1 • .1 • 1."(1VVla:sJ.alM uus 1M ue cause uic J.(1~l l ia Vt:iUVl111(1i1~e (1VVl(1iSdJ. WSCU 111 uie J.(1~lU1y uoes uave uraw oacss

especially the appraisal factors (standards used) can be subjected to such draw backs as the case of

subjectivity. bias. errossin rating and problem interpretation is among the maior draw backs of

performance appraisal in the Finchaa sugar factory.Perfonnance appraisal helps the organization to fix

salaries of employees and to give promotions, training and development more over employees expect

promotion, pay increase, re ward moral, satisfaction and the like. It their work performance feedback is

satisfactory enough. This can be viewed as positive impact in performance appraisals, In another

extreme, demotion, pay reduction moral dissatisfaction discipline etc can be resulted as aresult of

unsatistactory performance and can be viewed as negative impact of performance apprasials but they

can be viewed as a constructive ideas, Since it helps employees who have some deficiencies in some

areas of sJr111c;and developments in order to perform better them he/she does currently. Employees need

tA hear tt.", ••. nerformance appraisals in written form this in •...1'"f'\ can have advantage for emolovees "CO•.- •.<W-... •.••.&.'W~ y •....•...•..•..•..•.••.•.•.<w ••• -t" -~~....... •. .a.•. l.l .•...•.•.lID" •.w...... .•..•.._ _u'\_... .•. •.&t' J ••.••...v _!oJ

well as for the organization be cause it is :field and used when needed for the feature generation.
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Recommendation

I would like to recommend the :finchaa sugar factory to use standardized way of performance appraisal

systems which is based on objective evaluation format rather than using subjective evaluation standards

this helps the. oroanization to avoid petformanr.e. annraisal nrohlems (errors in rattno) such as the. halo
"-" .1. J. .1. , eN

the job out put of employees by ensuring that the standards are job related.

The evaluation nrocess is hindered bv communication of nesative attitudes such as inflexibilitv ..a. ., _ .,. .•

defensiveness and anon developmental approach so the factory should have to over come this short

Lastly I would like to recommend the factory to define the ail throaty and responsibility of each...----- -

employee and supervisors should have to tell the subordinate a head of evaluation this in turn ,VOids

miss conception and misunderstanding on the performance appraisal system and hence facilicl:te the
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ANNEX
.JIMMA UNIVERSITY

FACLULTY OF BUSL~rESS

DErARTTh1ENT OF :MANAGE~1E.NT

QtJESTIONO:NhS DESIG:N"EDFOR RESEARCH DATA COllECTION PlJRPOSE

.Title of the Research: Assessment of performance appraisal and Its Impact on employees moral ann

satisfaction

Case stuu)' fUlcha'a :mgtil. factolY

General Direction This question ones are designed for research purpose there is no other purpose. I

Expect your wulmgness and coop rations Tank You!

~ react to the specific Questions according to specific instructions

~ tick where boxes are

-;:-respond by writing the reason for question why in the Questionnaires,
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1. Is there performance appraisal of employees in this factory?

Uuestionnaires for too mana!!ement levees

Yes LJ No D
If yes Huw many tim~s performances uf employees evaluated?

Per year 0 Annually
D Semiannually
D Monthly

0 Quarterly
D Others specify

2. HAve YUUl ever UI,;;I,;;U evaluated ?

Yes L-.J

3.Who evaluate you'!

o
D
o
II

I I

No D

Your boss

Your subordinate

Peers

Required performance slandered

Others specify _

4. Who are evaluated in your organization 'f

D
o

Individual employee
Denartment•

5. What evaluation techniques (Methods) do Yuu US~ to evaluate your employees?

LJ
D
D
D

! I

D

Goal setting or management by objective method

Work slandered approach

Essay appraisal

Canticle incident appraisal

Check list

Behaviorally anchored fating scale.

;to



Forced choice rating
CJ Rankine method

6. What standards do you use to evaluate your employees
o Skills about tasks to be performed

I I
n
LJ

K nowledoe about work...,

Performance accuracy, clarity, Completeness on time

Others specify _

7. Which evaluation technique do you choose tor this factory in <) No 2 above
VVby _
Which standards best suite to this techniques?

Why ------------------------------------------------------------
8. Is there any alternate evaluation technique used by this organization other than those luentioned Oii

Question No 2

Yes

If yes specify -------------------------------------------
No

9. I~ the standards used to evaluate top management and employees the same

II Yes Ne II

10. do you think that performance appraisal can have impact on employed moral and satisfaction?

YtJs L.-J Nu L.-J

If Yes does It have positive or Negative impact?

n Positive Negative

Pay increase

LJ Promotions

LJ Discipline

o Morale satisfaction(motivation)

o Reward

o Others specify _



If Negative why o Leads to dissatisfaction

o
o
LJ
LJ

Leads to pay decrease

Leads to demotion

Creates disappointment

Others specify.

11. Do you think that the techniques of performance appraisal used by your organization

as mentioned on () No 2 can have draw balks also do vou think that the standards used to• r-: -

evaluate employees can have draw balks

D No
If yes 0 What is the draw balks _

12. do you think thai both you and your subordinate as will as employees agreed up on this

evaluation techniques and evaluation criteria

Yes 0
Partial Ague 0
n DA "011 think "h~t •••erformance .••.••.•t"':t1Q .•.•1 can have benefici ,,1 for tL1<:'factorv?..•._. "'J - A.&..a.L&.4 ~ •. _ •.. y ••.l':"'v.& .•. -... •.w -.1""'1"".&_.&.10 .••••..•. "" .•. -~ ••.•••.••••••• .1..: - .•....•...•. u:........, ..•.•..•..•.•..•.. .J.

Yes No D
If yes how -------------------------------------------
If No why .

14. Do you think that performance appraisal is necessary in this organization (factory)

Yes 0 No 0

If yes why

o ·because if helps to identify who good per formal and who are 110t good performers

o ·because helps employees to know about their work performance wither it is good or not and

helps employees who have some deficiencies m some areas of skills and development to

improve then work performance

• because helps the organization to fix salary and woes of employs etc



: Others specify _

liNowhy _

15. How do you communicate employeesfeed back After they are evaluated
L-J Formally(written)

c::J Informally (orally)
o A+~,......,... ,.._.- ....~.f;..•

,-", •.••. 1'\,11.103 "P"""'J..I..]

16. Du yuu think iltal lILt; WdY pcrfonueuce ~Vl'lallsaivf employees aIt; inter prated matters employees

moral and satisfaction?

Yes LJ No D

17. do you think that appraisal feed back like o
n
o

very goud

good

o fair

Excellent

r---o
L-.J satisfactory
D Unsatisfactory

I IYes

If yes shy different evaluators interpret differently 0 _
Comments

Supervisors Name. _

Signature _

Questionnaires for miJdle level first level managers and employees as a whole

I. Employee Name _

A~e
Sex _

D~p~rrrn~t _



Level of education ------

2. Is there performance evaluation in Urisfactory? Yes D No I I
If Yes How many times performance evaluation undertaken per year'?

r-1 Annually

H Semi annually

H Monthly
I I QuarterlytJ 0.1 'f'lUtll:S spccuy

Have you ever been evaluated (Your performance)?

Yes D No D
3. Who evaluate You

nn
I I
LJ
LJ

Top Management

Peers

4. What technique of evaluation are used to your performance?

Others specify

B
lJu
••u

Goal setting or :MEO method

Work standard approach

Essay appraisal

Critical incident appraisal

Cheek list

Behaviorally anchored rating scale

Forced choice rating

Rankly method

5. What standards does this factory uses to evaluate the work of employees?n Quality of work R accuracy, completeness ctcn Knowledge about work . I Others specify

~ Skills about work

LJ Experience about work

6. ~re You comfortable with the standards and techniques of performance appraisal method.s

(



No
~r __

U .1~~

7. Is this evaluation technique and centuries work for ail employees

CJ Yes NO i i

D

8. Is there any draw back on the techniques and criteria's used tor evaluation of performance?

o Ve~ No ! !

If yes what are the draw backs _

If . hat 1.:.' r 1 1 • nyes agaiu W ldll\lllU VI uraw Ud\;l\lS i

L-J
CJ
o
o

Biasness CJ Subjectivity

Subjectivity 0 errors in rating

problems in interpretation

Others specify

9. which evaluation technique do you feel that good for this factory?
~11y _

10. If your performance appraisal is not good what do you feel

o become Azzressive 0 I try to improve

o I blame others 0 I complain to evaluators

No thing o
11.What do you expect more If your per for appraisal result is good?

Promotion n pay mcrease

LJ
L-J

Morale satisfaction

Reward L-J Nothing

CJ Tdon't know

o
12. Do you think you perform will if there is No performance appraisal?

o No

13. Have you eve!' bel!:'iiicomplain about your perrofiliaiice evaluation feed back on the past
n T:{es

Ir ves why LJ
L-J
o

n No

Because ot poor slandered cntena ot evaluanon technique and poor design

Because of poor interpretation of appraisal feed hack

Because of Informal common unction



D Others specify

14. How do you hear your performance appraisal result (teed back)

I I directly

D Others specify

15. L.,.which way if you hear your performance appraisal result is good! you are interested in?

o indirectlv
01

1/ formally D Informally

16. do you think that performance appraisal really necessary iimportant for employees?

0 Yes LJ No

If yes 0 why

n"l\T" r---l """~I' .•...-.+.&..I. .a..•• v l..--.I Y"~l.J ..uv\.

If do you think that performance appraisal can have impact on employees moral and satisfaction?

Yes I

Ifyes want kind of impact

No

D positive Negative

If positive I i does if relates pay increase

o Does if relates with promotions

D Docs of relates "villi reward

D Specify _

IfNegative 1/

I I
o

Does if relates with pay cut (decrease)

Does if relates to demotions

Does if relates to moral dissatisfaction

specify
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